depleted uranium weaponry; GM foods; chemotherapy; street

-1997----------------------------------------------------------drugs, vaccinations; microwave ovens; pesticides; etc, etc, etc.

Many “kill” methods begin 1950’s thru 90’s, such as “planned

parenthood”, wars; codex alimentarius, aspartame, MSG’s;
-1996-----------------------------------------------------------

In billions

Possible scenario for expected population drop in light of present conditions and Scripture
(Where a full-fledged spiritual revival is difficult to see in light of the apostate condition of the world.)
The day of the great slaughter
(when the towers fall) Isaiah 30:25

Nuclear holocaust needed?
-2018-----------------------------------------------------------

-2017-----------------------------------------------------------

-2016-----------------------------------------------------------

-2015-----------------------------------------------------------

-2014-----------------------------------------------------------

-2013-----------------------------------------------------------

-2012-----------------------------------------------------------

Japan’s radiation begins

-2011-----------------------------------------------------------

-2010-----------------------------------------------------------

“RAIN” of

wrath begins
-2009-----------------------------------------------------------

-2008-----------------------------------------------------------

-2007-----------------------------------------------------------

-2006-----------------------------------------------------------

-2005-----------------------------------------------------------

-2004-----------------------------------------------------------

-2003-----------------------------------------------------------

-2002-----------------------------------------------------------

-2001-----------------------------------------------------------

-2000-----------------------------------------------------------

-1999----------------------------------------------------------Chemtrails begin

-1998-----------------------------------------------------------

increasing Pastors agree: Approx. 5-year period for
no conversions noticed
cancers to fully “kick in”
from about this point
forward. Can
this be mere
coincidence?
8 ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------7 ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------6 ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------7 YEARS
7-YEAR WARNING
as
BEAST ?
5 ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------4 ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Parallels Genesis 7:4,10
Parallels
In a day/year image

Daniel 4:23

9 / 11

3 ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------In 7-year image
2 -----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Intentional “kill” rate
due
to many luciferian
1 ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------depopulation devices
0

As the luciferian’s intentional death rate climbs, the population of course
begins to decrease gradually until somewhat of a state of equilibrium is
surpassed and the rate then drops dramatically from that point. However:
We use the Japan nuclear incident as our greatest example to show how
damage that has already been done can have results that are massively yet
ahead of us. If (and more likely “when”) the economy collapses, famines
and crime factors will have to also be added into the fatality numbers, where
riots and starvation will take substantial tolls as well, not to mention the riot
control methods themselves that will certainly take many lives in potential
martial law military oppressions, camps etc.
We know that the Bible tells us that this is “a day of great darkness”, with
famine, plagues, earthquakes, all contributing to the chaos and death that is
yet to come, so an actual prediction of which will be the greatest causes of all
these coming deaths is understandably unknown of course, but there are
many contributing factors that are so numerous, that mankind is helpless to
stop them all now, even if attempted by the bulk of the wicked elite
themselves. There is only one “solution” and that is repentance. Will the
nation and the world heed the call to drop to their knees in remorse, atoning
for their disobedience and lack of purity?
Some of us find that it is more realistic to understand that this wrath must
come, to prepare the earth for the possession of the saints. (see Daniel 7:18)

Somewhere in here we should see:
“And except that YHWH had
shortened those days, no flesh should
be saved: but for the elect's sake,
whom he hath chosen, he hath
shortened the days.” (Mark 13:20)

When we say “estimated firm
believers” in the chart above, we
are talking about those who are
truly obedient and meet the
qualifications of Scripture for
“sealing”, such as “those that sigh
and cry for the abominations done
in the midst thereof”, etc, where the
lukewarm do not care very much
about what is happening to the
purity and image of the Father’s
kingdom, as they are without faith
and hopelessly fearful, only caring
about themselves and their
immediate needs.

This chart itself is not claimed to be outright prophecy, but one example of several possible scenarios based on our world’s present circumstances.
None can see a detailed future, but can “learn the parable of the fig tree” (Mark 13:28), and through obedience, gain an edge via Father’s Spirit.
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